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a b s t r a c t

In this study, a previously published continuum model for a stretched sheet was adapted to the case of a
compressed sheet to understand the geometry of graphene nanoripples. The validity of the model is
tested by comparing with experimental data. Furthermore, the existence of an intrinsic wavelength is
revealed based on a simple mechanical analysis, and is confirmed by the quantized feature of the
experimental data. Although only graphene nanoripples are investigated in this study, it is believed that
such quantized phenomena could exist in other two-dimensional (2D) materials and even in superthin
films. Thus, it is believed that the model proposed in this study can help develop the control of nano-
ripples as an engineering method for future applications.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Although graphene has attracted enormous theoretical interest
because of its linear energyemomentum dispersion relations
crossing at the Dirac point [1,2], to open an electrical band gap is a
fundamental obstacle for its applications in semiconductor in-
dustry. Several studies are devoted to meet this goal using the
quantum confinement effect [3], chemical modification [4,5], pe-
riodical structural modification [6e10], and substrate modification
[11,12]. However, all these methods lack controllability.

Recently, a pseudo-magnetic field concept has been introduced
[13,14], which demonstrates that a nonuniform strain field could be
effectively viewed as amagnetic field, and thus provide a new route
to open a band gap in graphene. Controllability could be expected,
as the strain can be controlled by external loads. Without much
effort, the corresponding pseudo-Landau levels in graphene were
experimentally observed [15e19], particularly themagnitude of the
nearly uniform pseudo-magnetic field was found to be >300 T for a
nanobubble [15]. However, the controlled formation of a certain
nanostructure in graphene is almost impossible, and therefore
could not be used as a conventional method to open an electrical
band gap in graphene. Besides, F. Guinea et al. suggested that
designed loads could generate a uniform pseudo-magnetic field
[20], but the technical difficulties made the experiment complex.
When graphene is attached to a substrate, ripples could be gener-
ated via thermal processing, because of the compressing instability
of thin films [21e24] (considering the negative thermal expansion
coefficient of graphene compared with the positive one of the
substrate). Because of the nonuniform strain field induced by rip-
ples, and considering the periodicity of ripples, there will be a large
electrical band gap [24]. Particularly, the size of ripples and thus the
corresponding band gap could be controlled by the macro-thermal
processing, making the method quite attractive. Accordingly, the
geometry of ripples under external loads becomes an important
issue to be considered, which has been widely investigated
[25e30]. Until now, the model established by E. Cerda and L.
Mahadevan has been used to explain the wavelength and ampli-
tude of ripples [31]. Although most experimental data agree fairly
well with this model, recently, large discrepancies have been re-
ported for graphene nanoripples [21,24]. Because nanoripples
would lead to a larger nonuniform strain, a larger electrical band
gap would result, which is of great importance to understand this
behavior.

From a theoretical viewpoint, as the model for a stretched sheet
has been established [31], the one for a compressed sheet is still
missing. In this article, a continuum model for a compressed sheet
was proposed to help understand the geometry of graphene
nanoripples. The comparisons of the experimental data, existing
models, and the proposed model demonstrate the validity of the
model. Furthermore, on the basis of a simple mechanical analysis,
the intrinsic wavelength of graphene ripples was provided. The
existence of the intrinsic wavelength was confirmed by comparing
with the experimental data. This further confirms that the model
proposed in this study can help develop the control of nanoripples
as an engineering method for future applications.
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2. Model

Let us consider a compressed sheet with two ends fixed
(Fig. 1(b); the schematic of the model developed by E. Cerda and L.
Mahadevan [31] is shown in Fig. 1(a) for comparison). The out-of-
plane displacement of the sheet, that is, deflection, is x(x, y),
where 0 < x < L and 0 < y < W. Comparing with the ripples
generated in a stretched sheet, ripples in our model are induced by
compression along the y direction. Because of the discrepancy of
physical origins, the physical meaning of the stretching energy is
quite different: the stretching energy is ascribed to the work done
by the axial tension [31], whereas in our model, the stretching
energy is derived from the elastic energy because of the x direc-
tional tensile force (considering the two fixed ends) induced by the
deflection as a result of the compression along y direction. How-
ever, the wavelength and amplitude of the ripples are yet to be
determined by considering the bending and stretching energies
and an incompressibility condition in the energy functional as
follows [31]:

Utot ¼ UB þ US � L; (1)

where UB ¼ ð1=2ÞRABðv2yxÞ2dA is the bending energy due to the
deflection in the y direction, where B ¼ Et3/[12(1�n2)] is the
bending stiffness, and US ¼ EtεxA is the stretching energy, where
εx ¼

R
Að1=2ÞðvxxÞ2dA=A is the average strain along the x direction. It

is important to note that this stretching energy is quite different
from the one defined by E. Cerda and L. Mahadevan [31]. Let us
assume that the sheet satisfies the condition of incompressibility
along the y direction, that is

ZW
0

�
1
2
�
vyx

�2 � D

W

�
dy ¼ 0; (2)

which leads to the last term in Eq. (1), L ¼ R
Ab½ðvyxÞ2=1� D=W �dA,

and implements this constraint through a Lagrange multiplier b,
with D ¼ εyW (εy is the strain along the y direction) as the
compressive displacement along the y direction. The
EulereLagrange equation corresponding to the energy functional
Eq. (1) (i.e., dUtot/dx ¼ 0) can be obtained as

Bv4yx� Tv2xxþ bv2yx ¼ 0: (3)

Although the form of the EulereLagrange equation is the same,
the definition of T is different, which is T ¼ Et as opposed toT ¼ Etεx
[31]. A periodic solution of the form x ¼ eiknyXnðxÞ is assumed and
substituted into Eq. (3) as
Fig. 1. Ripples generated by external loads. (a) Ripples generated by assuming stretching al
ends (x ¼ 0, L) are zero. (b) Ripples generated by compressing along the y direction, while
assumed, and the deflections at two x ends are zero. Note that, in the case of stretching, th
supposed to be fixed along the y direction. By contrast, the two ends are fixed along both th
tensile strain in the x direction. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
d2Xn

dx2
þ u2

nXn ¼ 0; Xnð0Þ ¼ XnðLÞ ¼ 0; (4)

where u2
n ¼ ðbk2n � Bk4nÞ=T . The solution to the above equation is

Xn ¼ Ansinunx,un ¼ mp/L (where m is a positive integer), and when
m ¼ 1, the bending energy is minimum, and hence
b ¼ ðp2T=L2k2nÞ þ Bk2n and x ¼ Ancos(kny þ 4n)sinpx/L. Substituting
this solution into Eq. (2) with W$kn [ 1 (as in experiments) and
averaging over x yields A2

nk
2
nW=8zD (the details of this derivation

is provided in Supplementary Information), establishing a corre-
lation between wave number and amplitude, with which the total
energy could be simplified as Utot ¼ Bk2nDLþ p2TD=k2nL. By mini-
mizing Utot with respect to kn, the wavelength, l ¼ 2p/kn, and
amplitude, An, could be determined as follows:

l ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
p

p �
B
T

�1=4
L1=2 and An ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p

p

�
D

W

�1=2
l: (5)

By substituting the values of B and T, the wavelength and
amplitude can be calculated as

l ¼ ð2pLtÞ1=2	
3
�
1� n2

�
1=4 and An ¼ �
εyLt

�1=2" 16
3p2

�
1� n2

�
#1=4

:

(6)

It is important to note that in our model, T ¼ Et is much larger
than T¼ Etεx [31], when εx ≪ 1. Hence, according to Eq. (5), both the
wavelength l and amplitude An are inversely proportional to T1/4.
The previous models overestimate the wavelength and the ampli-
tude for nanoripples because of the smaller value of T (weak
resistance to stretch), which becomes much larger in the proposed
model. Therefore, a better performance could be expected from our
model.
3. The graphene sheet attached to a substrate

The system we would like to study is the graphene sheet
attached to a substrate, which is slightly different from the sus-
pended sheet analyzed above. The expression of x is nowwritten as
x ¼ An[cos(kny þ 4n) þ 1]sinpx/L, such that the valleys are always
attached to the substrate, and the corresponding geometry can be
found in Fig. 2. It is important to note that it is not the solution of Eq.
(3), but by imposing the condition of incompressibility and mini-
mizing the total energy, the wavelength and amplitude could again
be obtained as:
ong the x direction, and incompressibility along the y direction. The deflections at two
keeping the x boundaries fixed. Analogously, incompressibility along the y direction is
ere is a relative displacement along the x direction between the two ends, which are
e x and y directions for the scenario of compressing, so that the deflection could induce



Fig. 2. (a) Geometry of graphene ripples on a substrate. Part of ripples is zoomed out,
and x and y directions are marked, consistent with the previous definition in Fig. 1. (b)
The sections at the position of directions x and y marked in (a) are shown to help
understand the expression of the defection given in the context. (A color version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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In the experiments, several groups have carefully investigated
and confirmed the classical membrane nature of graphene [22,23];
in other words, the geometry of graphene ripples is consistent with
the model proposed by E. Cerda and L. Mahadevan [31]. However,
recently, large discrepancies between the characteristics of smaller
nanoripples and the model proposed in Ref. [31] have been re-
ported [21,24]. Further, it has been found that the wavelength or
amplitude predicted by this model could be one order larger than
the experimental observation, and hence it is thought to be a
breakdown of the continuummechanics for graphene nanoripples.
With constant L, the wavelength and amplitude of graphene
Table 1
Model comparison. With constant L, the results of the original model of E. Cerda and
L. Mahadevan [31] (model 1), the modified one for compressing [26] (model 2), and
our model are provided and compared with two experimental data of graphene
nanoripples [21,24] (exp 1 and exp 2). It is important to note that t¼ 0.08 nm [21,24]
and n ¼ 0.16 [21,24] are used in all of these calculations. For model 1, εx ¼ 0.02 (the
case of stretching, Fig. 1(a)); for model 2, εy ¼ 0.02 indicating εx ¼ εy � n ¼ 0.0032
(equivalent to the case of stretching); and for our model εy ¼ 0.02 (the case of
compressing, Fig. 1(b)). Although the Poisson's ratio n is predicted to range from 0.1
to 0.3 for single-layer graphene [32e34], different choices have little effect on the
results. Besides, the strain produced by thermal processing is estimated at about
0.02 both for experiments 1 and 2 through the similar arguments in Ref. [21].

l (nm) An (nm) L (nm)

Exp 1 0.7 0.05 5.0
model 1 3.2 0.08 e

model 2 2.0 0.13 e

Our results 0.92 0.059 e

Exp 2 3.0e8.0 0.2e0.7 400e1000
model 1 28.8e45.6 0.73e2.21 e

model 2 18.2e28.8 1.16e1.83 e

Our results 8.2e13.0 0.52e0.83 e
nanoripples calculated by the existing and proposed models are
provided and compared with the experimental data in Table 1
[21,24]. It is evident from the table that the proposed model
agrees much better with experimental measurements. However,
there is still a discrepancy between our predictions and the
experimental measurements [24], which could be attributed to the
presence of nitrogen dopants in graphene.

A question that needs to be answered is “why experiments seem
to obey different rules?” The answer, we believe, is irrelevant to the
size of ripples, but determined by the boundary condition along the
axial direction of ripples. According to Refs. [22,23], the two ends
along the axial direction of ripples are not fixed, and thus ourmodel
is not suitable for that case. However, it could be well described by
the modified model of E. Cerda and L. Mahadevan, which has been
proved numerically by MD simulation [26]. However, nanoripples
[21,24] produced by thermal processing are localized in such a way
that they are surrounded by unwrinkling graphene or other
nanoripples, which impede deformation along the axial direction of
ripples, and thus could be considered as the fixed boundaries (i.e.,
the two fixed ends) in our model.
4. Intrinsic wavelength

In fact, of all these experimental measurements, 0.7 nm is the
minimum wavelength of ripples has ever been found in graphene
[21]. A problem has arisen: Is there a minimum or intrinsic wave-
length? In order to find the minimum or intrinsic wavelength in
ripples, the system must be studied at the beginning of compres-
sion, that is, at εy ~ 0. This is because, if the adsorption energy be-
tween the graphene sheet and the substrate is considered, the
wavelength should increase gradually as the compressing strain
becomes larger. Then, if there is an intrinsic wavelength, it is
determined by the balance between the bending energy and
adsorption energy. Thus, the total energy is calculated as

Utot ¼ UB þ UA; (8)

where UB ¼ ð1=2ÞRABðv2yxÞ2dA and UA represent the bending energy
and the adsorption energy, respectively. Although the bending
energy is easy to calculate, the calculation of adsorption energy is
relatively complex, as it has no analytical expression. Thus, it is
calculated self-consistently using the projector augmented wave
pseudo-potential method implemented in the VASP package [35].
The values of k-mesh, energy cutoff, and convergence criteria are
set to be 27 � 27 � 1, 420 eV, and 10�5 eV, respectively, and the
maximum allowed force on each atom for structure optimization is
<10�3 eV/ Å. Considering the van der Waals interaction between
graphene and the substrate, various exchange-correlation poten-
tials are used and compared to confirm our results.

The adsorption energy is expressed as

Ead ¼ Etotal � EGr � ECu; (9)

where Etotal, EGr, and ECu represent the energies of thewhole system,
monolayer graphene, and substrate, respectively. The calculation
model is same as that in Ref. [36], where one primitive cell is used
for graphene with three layers of Cu(111) substrate below (Fig. 3(a)
and (b)), and the in-plane lattice constant will be forced to the LDA-
optimized value of graphene, that is, a ¼ 2.445 Å. The adsorption
energies of graphene on the Cu(111) surface calculated with LDA
[37], PBE [38], DFT-D2 [39] (PBE is chosen to be the exchange-
correlation functional), and vdW-DF [40e42] functionals with
respect to the interlayer distance are shown in Fig. 3(c). Compared
with LDA and PBE, the long-range van der Waals interaction has
been considered in DFT-D2 and vdW-DF, and adsorption energy



Fig. 3. Top view (a) and side view (b) of the first principle calculation model. The solid spheres represent the ion cores, whereas the dotted spheres schematically show the spacing
occupied by the atoms. The red and gray spheres represent Cu and C atoms, respectively. (c) The adsorption energy per carbon atom of graphene on the Cu(111) surface versus
interlayer distance. (d) Total energy versus wavelength for εy ¼ 1 � 10�5, 5 � 10�5, and 1 � 10�4. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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almost larger than one order is obtained. A simple analytical
expression

EadðrÞ ¼ �Emin
2

$sin
�
pðr � deÞ
ðdc � deÞ �

p

2

�
þ Emin

2
(10)

is used to fit the result of DFT-D2 (which has been systematically
tested, and a better performance than vdW-DF for layered struc-
tures is resulted [43]), where the minimum adsorption energy
Emin ¼ �0.0935 eV/atom (equivalent to �0.0357 eV/Å2), the equi-
librium distance de ¼ 3.0829 Å, and the cutoff distance dc ¼ 5.0 Å. It
can be observed in Fig. 3(c) that the analytical expression provided
above fits the adsorption energy fairly well near the equilibrium
distance, and is sufficient for investigating the scenario of εy ~ 0.

Assuming x ¼ An[sin(2py/l) þ 1] þ de and incompressibility
along the y direction (Eq. (2)), the total energy (Eq. (9)) could be
directly calculated with the bending stiffness B ¼ 1.4 eV [44]. Three
values of strain along the y direction εy (10�5, 5 � 10�5, and 10�4)
are used to calculate the total energy Utot, and it is obvious that
although the minimum of the total energy is changed, the corre-
sponding wavelength about 1.1 nm remains unchanged (Fig. 3(d)).
In fact, with εy ~ 0 and assuming the a finite wavelength, l, the
intrinsic wavelength could be analytically obtained as

l ¼
"
32p2Bðdc � deÞ2

�3Emin

#1=4
: (11)
With the values of the parameters substituted, this equation
gives l¼ 1.11 nm, which agreeswith our numerical result. In fact, it
is easy to prove that the existence of the intrinsic wavelength is
universal, if the harmonic approximation is accurate for the
adsorption energy (Eq. (9)) near its minimum.

Analogous to the balance of the potential energy between atoms
determining the interatomic distance, the competition between the
bending energy and adsorption energy herewould provide a length
scale (i.e., the intrinsic wavelength) during thermal processing. As a
consequence, the wavelength of ripples could be quantized. In
Fig. 4(c), the experimental measurements of the wavelength of
ripples are reorganized, and the quantized feature is apparent, that
is, most of the wavelengths are integer times of 0.7 nm (the min-
imum wavelength has been observed in the experiment as
mentioned earlier), which is smaller than the predicted value,
1.1 nm. However, if we use the binding energy obtained by the
vdW-DF, the predicted intrinsic wavelength is 0.93 nm, much
closer to the experimental value 0.7 nm, which indicates that a lack
of accurate estimation of the van der Waals interaction in first
principle calculation may contribute to this difference. In addition
to the integer times of 0.7 nm, there are a few wavelengths being
half-integer times of 0.7 nm lacking a rational answer (Fig. 4(c)). In
fact, if the wavelength of the new generated ripples is assumed to
cover the equivalent underlying structure (i.e., ripples with the
intrinsic wavelength plotted with black solid lines in Fig. 4(a) and
(b)), there are two alternative schemes. The first one is to cover the
same underlying structure, that is, the wavelength of the new



Fig. 4. Schematic of ripples with the wavelength being integer times of the intrinsic wavelength (a), and being half-integer times of the intrinsic wavelength (b). In (a) and (b), the
undying structures, that is, ripples with the intrinsic wavelength, are also plotted with black solid lines for comparison. (c) The wavelength with respect to the observation fre-
quency, with the experimental data in Ref. 24 reorganized. The wavelengths corresponding to integer and half-integer times of the intrinsic wavelength are marked with red dash-
dot lines and blue short dashed lines, respectively. It is important to note that the deviations of the experimentally measured wavelengths are <0.5 Å during the reorganization. (A
color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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generated ripples equals the integer times of the intrinsic wave-
length (Fig. 4(a)). The second one is to make the wavelength of the
new generated ripples equal to half-integer times of the intrinsic
wavelength (Fig. 4(b)). Although the underlying structures are
different, they are linked by the spatial inversion, and thus are
thought to be equivalent. The observation frequency of the exper-
iment is shown in Fig. 4(c), which indicates that the first scheme is
preferred over the second one during thermal processing. Besides,
it is speculated that the deviations of the integer and half-integer
times of the intrinsic wavelength possibly stem from nitrogen
dopants in graphene, as mentioned earlier.

In order to understand this quantized phenomenon, it should be
noted that the intrinsic or minimum wavelength is present at the
beginning of the deformation (εy ~ 0). Then, with the increasing
deformation, the wavelength will become large. However, because
of the existence of the intrinsic wavelength, the characteristic
length of the structural rearrangement could be estimated by
considering the compatibility of two wavelengths, that is

m$lnano ¼ n$lin=2; (12)

where m and n are integers, lnano is the wavelength of the nano-
ripple, and lin is the intrinsic wavelength. If the wavelength of the
nanoripple is integer or half-integer multiple of the intrinsic
wavelength, the system could rearrange locally to generate the
nanoripple, because in this case m could be equal to 1. However, if
the wavelength obtained by the energy minimization slightly de-
viates (Dl / 0) from the integer or half-integer multiple of the
intrinsic wavelength,

m$lnano ¼ n$lin=2; lnano ¼ n1$lin=2þ Dl; (13)

where n1 is an integer and the minimum value of m is lin/2Dl, so
that the system rearranges globally to generate this nanoripple. In
fact, this is not possible, because there is a lack of long-range and
relatively strong interaction within the system to provide the
spontaneous global structural adjustment. Therefore, the system
deforms rather heterogeneously, so that only local rearrangements
are required to achieve a local optimized configuration, where the
local wavelengths are always integer or half-integer multiple of the
intrinsic wavelength. Indeed, in the experiment for nanoripples,
different wavelengths could be observed in one sample (Fig. 2 in
Ref. [24]), indicating that the system deforms heterogeneously, and
almost all the wavelengths of these nanoripples (Fig. 4) are integer
or half-integer multiple of the intrinsic wavelength.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we first proposed a continuum model for a
compressed sheet, which well described the geometry of graphene
nanoripples. The effect of differing boundary conditions is
emphasized, and is believed to be the reason that experimental
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measurements of ripples seem to obey different rules. Furthermore,
the existence of an intrinsic wavelength is revealed based on a
simple mechanical analysis, and is confirmed by the quantized
behavior of the experimental data. Although only graphene nano-
ripples are investigated in this study, quantized phenomena could
exist in other two-dimensional (2D) materials and even in super-
thin films. Thus, it is believed that the model proposed in this study
can help develop the control of nanoripples as an engineering
method for future applications.
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